
Wide shot of a large cityscape under a downpour of rain. Suddenly cuts to a foot splashing in a 
puddle as they run away from someone. The person running is a teen with messy hair wearing 
a torn tee shirt and worn out jeans. He is holding a paper bag and he is running away from two 
men dressed in black. The teen is named Jeff. Jeff turns a corner and ducks into an alleyway. 
The two men chasing him run past the alley. Jeff turns around to walk through the alley when he 
sees a kid. Jeff gestures for the kid to stay quiet and he walks past the kid. Once Jeff passes 
the kid, the kid morphs into one of the guys in black and then he runs after tackles Jeff to the 
ground. The bag flies out of jeff’s hand and onto the ground. They struggle and grunt as they roll 
around on the ground. The guy in black eventually gets on top and he pins down Jeff as he pulls 
out a knife. Jeff sees it and tries to grab it, but his arms are pinned down. The guy in black goes 
to stab him, but he is tackled off by a man wearing a patched up trench coat. The person in the 
trench coat is named Quilt. Quilt has no powers, but he has a jacket with pockets that let him 
pull out any item that would fit in the pocket out of them without it actually being in his pocket. 
The guy with the knife falls to the ground and drops it. Quilt pins him down and pulls out 
handcuffs from a pocket inside his coat and puts them on the guy in black. The guy fights back 
and manages to get to his feet after being cuffed, he starts to run away, but Quilt pulls out a 
taser and tazes the guy running. Quilt helps Jeff up and asks if Jeff knows where the bag is. Jeff 
says he dropped it, Quilt looks for it, finds it, then picks up the bag and slips it into a pocket in 
his jacket. He then stands up and goes to say something to Jeff, but he sees something behind 
Jeff, but before Jeff can turn around Quilt tackles him as what looks like a cannonball flies over 
them and breaks a hole in a wall behind them. Jeff looks up and sees the other person that was 
chasing him. They are holding a small device in one hand. The guy holds out his other hand and 
the cannonball that flew towards Jeff returns to the man’s hand. Quilt stands up and pulls Jeff 
up to his feet. They both dash through the hole in the wall and start running. After running for a 
bit they turn a corner into a busy street. Quilt starts walking with the crowd. Jeff follows close 
behind him. Jeff asks him who the guys chasing them are and Quilt says to stop following him. 
Jeff says that he wants the bag back because it's probably worth a lot of money, Quilt says that 
Jeff needs to mind his own business and forget that this ever happened. When suddenly the 
cannonball flies threw a window next to Jeff. It hits Jeff in the side and sends him flying. Quilt 
turns around and pulls out another taser from his jacket and looks into the store that the ball 
came flying out of. The guy who was chasing them earlier comes out looking at his device and 
he runs after Jeff. As he goes to tackle Jeff, Quilt tazes the guy and he falls to the ground. Quilt 
gags him, ties him to a poll, and then takes the device from him. Quilt immediately recognizes 
the device as something that can track people with powers. There are two blips on the radar, 
the guy tied to the poll and Jeff. Quilt rushed over to Jeff only to see that he in unconscious with 
sparks of electricity dancing on his fingertips. Jeff wakes up in a mostly empty warehouse with a 
sling on his shoulder, he gets up abruptly and looks around. There is no one around so he gets 
up and he walks around. Quilt walks out from behind a storage box. He introduces himself and 
explains that the guys chasing them are in a gang that is trying to kill all non-powered people 
and the thing in the bag is a part they need for a device that will help them with this goal. Jeff 
asks where they are and Quilt tells him that it his the HQ of his gang. Jeff asks why he is here 
and Quilt tells him that he was injured and that his injuries needed treatment. Quilt says that he 
is the leader of a small group of people with powers who are trying to stop the rival gang. Five 



other gang members come out from hiding and they introduce themselves to Jeff, their names 
are; Steve, Tom, Belle, and Paul. Steve can teleport, Tom is super light and he doesn’t make 
any noise, Belle and control sound, And paul can extend his limbs really far. Quilt explains to 
Jeff that the reason he was targeted by the guy chasing Quilt was because they were tracking 
people with powers. Because Quilt doesn’t have powers the tracker was picking up Jeff in the 
crowd. Jeff is shook and doesn’t want to believe that he has powers. 


